Ford explorer starter solenoid

Ford Explorer owners have reported 17 problems related to starter solenoid under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Explorer based on all problems reported for the
Explorer. Cut thru all gears like butter. Wound not "enter" into any gear. After vehicle cooled,
transmission works again, only to become hot, repeat tow. Code p After cooling, same event.
Transmission solenoid goes out while hot, in a hot climate. Manufacturer defect. Needs safety
recall. See all problems of the Ford Explorer. My transmission light has been coming on. I was
only at k miles when it happened. That's to soon for a transmission to be acting up especially
since it's anew one according to carfax this is the second transmission for my Explorer. The
first one was put in only at 3 years old. It will sometimes jerk into reverse or take a second to go
into drive when I switch gears. My overdrive light also flashes which I assume means my
overdrive no longer works. The light only comes on after driving over 40 mph. So if I'm on the
highway I can't go the speed limit because I don't want this light coming on. I took it to a
transmission shop it needs a torque converter and a rebuild. I contacted Ford and they won't do
anything about it. They told me to buy a new car. When I go up hills my Explorer also has
trouble even though it shouldn't. I also need a new solenoid pack. I lose all power during initial
acceleration and then the truck shoots off like a rocket. If I turn the ignition off, the light resets
and the vehicle is ok for a while until the light comes on again. I had the codes read and it came
up a solenoid problem. I had them replaced and ten miles from the lot, the light came on again. I
have read that this is a known issue from Ford, but they have yet to act on this issue. Comes on
again. I took it to the Ford shop and they told me that they have fixed several and they go right
back out it was a waste of my time. Does someone have to get killed before u all fix this if u try
to take off and it slips and will not go u can and will get hit. First I must say I love this truck. Its
my second one and both had same problems. Took it to my mechanic and it came up with a po
code, he said its very common and not the first one hes seen do this. I think Ford knows of this
problem and should stand behind it. Also blend door stopped working and all 4 calipers seized
up. Dont know if ill ever buy another Ford. Also power windows quit working, broken wire in
door. Nothing but trouble with this vehicle. I think a class action suit should be started against
Ford for repairs on these transmissions. I cant afford to dump hundreds of dollars into this
truck after paying thousands of dollars for it. I purchased a Explorer in August ; mileage was
approximately 45, By October the car would not start and the alternator was replaced. A few
weeks later, I was back because my car was jerking. Nothing showed up on the diagnostic tool
at that time. However, I was told the starter would have to be replaced as would the recently
installed alternator. Furthermore, my car had actually stalled in the middle of traffic. Again,
nothing was found. By early December, I was back. My car had stalled on a few more occasions
and would not "pick up". That is, even though the rpm's would reach anywhere from - , my car
could not accelerate above 25 - 30 mph. Several days later I was told that the transmission
needed work. I got my car back a few days before christmas and decided last minute to head to
the mountains. As soon as I reach a slight elevation, the car ceased to accelerate and what's
more, a thick heavy cloud of black smoke came out of the rear and persisted for at least two
miles. I headed back down the mountain for home. I took the car back and they kept it for at
least a week and a half to repair the torque converter and other transmission related issue. In
early fall , I took the car to my local Ford dealer for some strange noise coming from the engine.
I returned in November for more work, this time for the same torque converter and solenoid
issue as a year ago. During this two year period, my vehicle was under extended warranty. My
warranty has since expired and I am worried that these same issues will recur, as I have read
they have. This is not an isolated incident and should be investigated and a recall issued.
Transmission hesitated from a cold start especiallly bad when pulling out into traffic. Engine
roared at times, sounded like a jet taking off. Dealer said this was normal, it was the engine
fan???? At first service dept agreed there was a problem with 8 cylinder transmission and that
they were no fixes but then the Ford rep got involved and suddenly they couldn't find any
problems with the car. They suggested that our only recouse was to go thru the lemon law
which we did. It was a long drawn out process but after 6 months of dealing with the situation,
the lemon arbitration rulled in our favor and Ford was required to buy back the Explorer. I had a
Ford expedition for 9 years and loved it but after this fiasco with the Explorer and Ford's refusal
to stand behind their product, I will not ever buy another Ford. I now have a Toyota 4runner and
couldn't be happier. While it doesn't have some of the special features of the Explorer, the piece
of mind of knowing that it will actually go when I pull out into traffic is immeasureable. To those
still having the problems, I would suggest the lemon law. Took back to dealer, said they had to
replace the solenoid pack again. Stalling problem still exists. Vehicle has been to dealership 6
plus times since March 05 for the same problem. Within three days of buying the vehicle, I
encountered problems with remote, sometimes it would work and other times, it wouldn't.

Driver's rear window , sometimes it would work and other times, it wouldn't. I took it back to
dealer three times for same things. Rear end makes a very loud whining noise. It has been to
dealer's three times also for fixing. Dealer states that there is nothing they can do and all of
them are doing it. Dealer replaced solenoid, it still does it sometimes. There have been several
issues with my Ford Explorer. The dealership replaced the solenoid assembly. I still feel some
of the same symptoms when reversing and slowing down. I drove to pick up some friends. I
drove a maximum of 40 miles that day before I went to his house. After 30 min I came outside
and tried to start my vehicle but it would not even turn over. There is enough power, the battery
has a green light, and the fuse is good. I used to be a loyal Ford man but after these problems I
am seriously thinking of trading this vehicle in for a different brown. There were front end
problems. The 4wd module wasn't working. The driveshaft and both front wheel bearings were
replaced. The rotors were out of round. The service engine light illuminated along with the over
drive light. The transmission experienced the same problem on two occasions and possibly a
third time. A large puddle of transmission was found under the vehicle. The torque converter
was noisy. The acceleration pedal would pull back. When the vehicle was accelerated, it would
whine. The left rear wheel bearing was gone and caused damage to the axle, brakes and the tire
was barely holding on. The error code for the service engine soon light was due to the solenoid
which had been changed before. Consumer complained about transmission problems. While
driving 65 mph the transmission locked. The vehicle slowed down, operating at a reduced
speed, and then the engine suddenly shut off. The car coasted to the side of the road.
Consumer inspected vehicle and found nothing. Got back into vehicle about 10 minutes after
the occurrence, restarted the vehicle, and drove to a dealership about 5 miles down the road
and the car was making funny noises. Dealership said the transmission had a solenoid problem
that caused it to lock. Dealer kept car about week and a half. The solenoid valve shift was
replaced along with the transmission pan and gasket. This lasted about 2 weeks and again this
problem recurred. The transmission did not lock at this time but the transmission slipped.
Vehicle is currently at dealer for an ignition problem. The dealer could duplicate the problem,
but they do not know what was causing this. Since new, I have intermittent hard start issues
with the vehicle. On about 7 occasions, the dealer was notified and they simply told me since it
started that there was nothing they could do since there wasn't a light on the dash did not come
on. Therefore there would not be any codes. Finally at 10, miles, the car broke down. They
replaced the throttle position sensor. The kept getting about 4 or 5 codes and they were unable
to clear them. Replaced the ecm and reprogrammed. I still have the intermittent hard start issue
which is intermittent. The ecm has been updated 3 times. I also have an issue with the tire
pressure indicator light flashing for about 20 seconds after start up, they claim, unable to
duplicate. I also had a exhaust gasket replaced as there was an annoying noise that would go
on and on while the vehicle was left running while in park. Lastly - transmission issues. The
vehicle has poor shift quality. It likes to hang up and hesitate in 3d gear, you will be running and
go to pass another vehicle and doesn't want to shift until it hits mph and by then you are at 6 on
the tachometer. They have replaced the solenoid body and the hydraulic pump and the car still
is not fixed. It also likes to hesitate when accelerating from a stop sign or stop light. It is
currently in the shop as we speak. I purchased the vehicle new in November of and the current
mileage is 12, I have had many, many problems with my Ford Explorer. Probably the most
dangerous one is the recurring failure of the transmission. This last time that this occurred I
was on interstate, in morning rush-hour traffic, and all of a sudden my rpm's are flying to the
red danger area and I have no acceleration power and am losing speed. There is an wheeler on
my rear and I can't pick up speed! This is the second time that I have endured this scenario. I
have had this problem repaired less than a year after purchase. I have had this problem repaired
at 32, miles, and I now have this problem again at 76, miles. I have had the clutch pack replaced
at 24, miles as well as the ring gear, pinion, and all bearings replaced at 24, miles. At 35, miles
the lower ball joint had to be replaced. At 64, I had to have the pats transponder security system
replaced. In short I have had the transmission repaired three times the front end rebuilt , the
back end redone. I honestly can say I do not feel very safe in this vehicle, especially since I have
to use this to transport my children. These problems seem to be the norm for this particular
vehicle, as I have done research on this. I don't understand why Ford is not made to resolve
these issues. I have also had to have my heating and air replaced. This occurred in the winter of
and was a safety issue, as I could not defrost my windows. I purchased my Ford Explorer in
may of and within a month, I began experiencing problems with my transmission. More
specifically, the vehicle would loose power while driving, the transmission could be heard
shifting and also shifting movement was felt while driving. I complained and was told that my
gasket was sealed with a sealant that went in to my gaskets and damaged my solenoid. I has
just taken it for a transmission oil change and thought well that could be, however, after talking

to the owner of hindi's oil stop, I felt certain that this was not the cause. It was getting me
around for awhile but lately the same shifting noises and feelings I had heard and felt are
recurring. My overdrive light also goes of and on continuously sometimes while I am driving the
vehicle. The vehicle stalled while driving at 40 mph. The consumer had the vehicle towed. The
vehicle would not restart. The fuel pump was replaced. The anti theft light had come on along
with the rpm's going up. The problem could not be found. The valve boot and the solenoid was
replaced. Soon after, the vehicle died again twice after two repair attempts. Consumer stated the
solenoid bracket is inoperative. Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 1.
Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 2. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer
3. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 4. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford
Explorer 5. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 6. Starter Solenoid problem of the
Ford Explorer 7. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 8. Starter Solenoid problem of
the Ford Explorer 9. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer Electrical System problems.
Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Dash Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses
And Circuit Breaker problems. Ignition Switch problems. Battery problems. Instrument Panel
problems. It starts if you touch solenoid with screwdriver. We just don't know what else to do.
Could it be a lose connection or something? About 2 outta 10 times it starts fine. Small wire to
the starter solenoid probably has a bad connection that can be fixed either by tightening the
retaining nut or replacing the connector. There is also the possibility of an intermittent solenoid
as well this is not uncommon with today,s rebuilt starters. Small wire to the Starter is the end of
the problem, Check the other end called the ignition switch. This is a culprit on all cars when
they don't start and being a 91 the switch just falls apart. It goes through the motions but it
won't send the juice. Get a manual that shows the wiring diagram. If so it is the switch. Check
for pinched wires also. Ballast resistors went out in the 50's OK 70's. If we are to assist these
people read the entire question. I easily have Fords and that i had that similar situation and it
replaced into the comb's. If it replaced into the a Bendix positioned on the precise of the starter
which engages with the fly nicely is undesirable it is going to maximum in all danger make a
clanking noises even as attempting to commence or it is going to have interaction and launch. I
would put my money on a defective ignition switch. Even though it is working part of the time, it
may be arc damaged inside on the start contact which is supposed to only engage when the key
is turned to the "Start" position. You could have a bad connection on your solenoid wire
somewhere in the system as well. On one this old, I'm betting on the ignition switch. Check your
fuel lines. It sounds like a fuel or starter problem u most likley are getting a spark but no juice
check the pump and the lines and the regulator. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured
in rollover car crash. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. For Tiger Woods,
golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening
lesson. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Jamie G. Answer Save. Uncle Red Lv
6. Doug R Lv 5. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Ford Explorer owners have reported 17
problems related to starter solenoid under the electrical system category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Ford Explorer based on all problems reported for the Explorer. Cut thru all gears like butter.
Wound not "enter" into any gear. After vehicle cooled, transmission works again, only to
become hot, repeat tow. Code p After cooling, same event. Transmission solenoid goes out
while hot, in a hot climate. Manufacturer defect. Needs safety recall. See all problems of the
Ford Explorer. My transmission light has been coming on. I was only at k miles when it
happened. That's to soon for a transmission to be acting up especially since it's anew one
according to carfax this is the second transmission for my Explorer. The first one was put in
only at 3 years old. It will sometimes jerk into reverse or take a second to go into drive when I
switch gears. My overdrive light also flashes which I assume means my overdrive no longer
works. The light only comes on after driving over 40 mph. So if I'm on the highway I can't go the
speed limit because I don't want this light coming on. I took it to a transmission shop it needs a
torque converter and a rebuild. I contacted Ford and they won't do anything about it. They told
me to buy a new car. When I go up hills my Explorer also has trouble even though it shouldn't. I
also need a new solenoid pack. I lose all power during initial acceleration and then the truck
shoots off like a rocket. If I turn the ignition off, the light resets and the vehicle is ok for a while
until the light comes on again. I had the codes read and it came up a solenoid problem. I had
them replaced and ten miles from the lot, the light came on again. I have read that this is a
known issue from Ford, but they have yet to act on this issue. Comes on again. I took it to the
Ford shop and they told me that they have fixed several and they go right back out it was a

waste of my time. Does someone have to get killed before u all fix this if u try to take off and it
slips and will not go u can and will get hit. First I must say I love this truck. Its my second one
and both had same problems. Took it to my mechanic and it came up with a po code, he said its
very common and not the first one hes seen do this. I think Ford knows of this problem and
should stand behind it. Also blend door stopped working and all 4 calipers seized up. Dont
know if ill ever buy another Ford. Also power windows quit working, broken wire in door.
Nothing but trouble with this vehicle. I think a class action suit should be started against Ford
for repairs on these transmissions. I cant afford to dump hundreds of dollars into this truck
after paying thousands of dollars for it. I purchased a Explorer in August ; mileage was
approximately 45, By October the car would not start and the alternator was replaced. A few
weeks later, I was back because my car was jerking. Nothing showed up on the diagnostic tool
at that time. However, I was told the starter would have to be replaced as would the recently
installed alternator. Furthermore, my car had actually stalled in the middle of traffic. Again,
nothing was found. By early December, I was back. My car had stalled on a few more occasions
and would not "pick up". That is, even though the rpm's would reach anywhere from - , my car
could not accelerate above 25 - 30 mph. Several days later I was told that the transmission
needed work. I got my car back a few days before christmas and decided last minute to head to
the mountains. As soon as I reach a slight elevation, the car ceased to accelerate and what's
more, a thick heavy cloud of black smoke came out of the rear and persisted for at least two
miles. I headed back down the mountain for home. I took the car back and they kept it for at
least a week and a half to repair the torque converter and other transmission related issue. In
early fall , I took the car to my local Ford dealer for some strange noise coming from the engine.
I returned in November for more work, this time for the same torque converter and solenoid
issue as a year ago. During this two year period, my vehicle was under extended warranty. My
warranty has since expired and I am worried that these same issues will recur, as I have read
they have. This is not an isolated incident and should be investigated and a recall issued.
Transmission hesitated from a cold start especiallly bad when pulling out into traffic. Engine
roared at times, sounded like a jet taking off. Dealer said this was normal, it was the engine
fan???? At first service dept agreed there was a problem with 8 cylinder transmission and that
they were no fixes but then the Ford rep got involved and suddenly they couldn't find any
problems with the car. They suggested that our only recouse was to go thru the lemon law
which we did. It was a long drawn out process but after 6 months of dealing with the situation,
the lemon arbitration rulled in our favor and Ford was required to buy back the Explorer. I had a
Ford expedition for 9 years and loved it but after this fiasco with the Explorer and Ford's refusal
to stand behind their product, I will not ever buy another Ford. I now have a Toyota 4runner and
couldn't be happier. While it doesn't have some of the special features of the Explorer, the piece
of mind of knowing that it will actually go when I pull out into traffic is immeasureable. To those
still having the problems, I would suggest the lemon law. Took back to dealer, said they had to
replace the solenoid pack again. Stalling problem still exists. Vehicle has been to dealership 6
plus times since March 05 for the same problem. Within three days of buying the vehicle, I
encountered problems with remote, sometimes it would work and other times, it wouldn't.
Driver's rear window , sometimes it would work and other times, it wouldn't. I took it back to
dealer three times for same things. Rear end makes a very loud whining noise. It has been to
dealer's three times also for fixing. Dealer states that there is nothing they can do and all of
them are doing it. Dealer replaced solenoid, it still does it sometimes. There have been several
issues with my Ford Explorer. The dealership replaced the solenoid assembly. I still feel some
of the same symptoms when reversing and slowing down. I drove to pick up some friends. I
drove a maximum of 40 miles that day before I went to his house. After 30 min I came outside
and tried to start my vehicle but it would not even turn over. There is enough power, the battery
has a green light, and the fuse is good. I used to be a loyal Ford man but after these problems I
am seriously thinking of trading this vehicle in for a different brown. There were front end
problems. The 4wd module wasn't working. The driveshaft and both front wheel bearings were
replaced. The rotors were out of round. The service engine light illuminated along with the over
drive light. The transmission experienced the same problem on two occasions and possibly a
third time. A large puddle of transmission was found under the vehicle. The torque converter
was noisy. The acceleration pedal would pull back. When the vehicle was accelerated, it would
whine. The left rear wheel bearing was gone and caused damage to the axle, brakes and the tire
was barely holding on. The error code for the service engine soon light was due to the solenoid
which had been changed before. Consumer complained about transmission problems. While
driving 65 mph the transmission locked. The vehicle slowed down, operating at a reduced
speed, and then the engine suddenly shut off. The car coasted to the side of the road.
Consumer inspected vehicle and found nothing. Got back into vehicle about 10 minutes after

the occurrence, restarted the vehicle, and drove to a dealership about 5 miles down the road
and the car was making funny noises. Dealership said the transmission had a solenoid problem
that caused it to lock. Dealer kept car about week and a half. The solenoid valve shift was
replaced along with the transmission pan and gasket. This lasted about 2 weeks and again this
problem recurred. The transmission did not lock at this time but the transmission slipped.
Vehicle is currently at dealer for an ignition problem. The dealer could duplicate the problem,
but they do not know what was causing this. Since new, I have intermittent hard start issues
with the vehicle. On about 7 occasions, the dealer was notified and they simply told me since it
started that there was nothing they could do since there wasn't a light on the dash did not come
on. Therefore there would not be any codes. Finally at 10, miles, the car broke down. They
replaced the throttle position sensor. The kept getting about 4 or 5 codes and they were unable
to clear them. Replaced the ecm and reprogrammed. I still have the intermittent hard start issue
which is intermittent. The ecm has been updated 3 times. I also have an issue with the tire
pressure indicator light flashing for about 20 seconds after start up, they claim, unable to
duplicate. I also had a exhaust gasket replaced as there was an annoying noise that would go
on and on while the vehicle was left running while in park. Lastly - transmission issues. The
vehicle has poor shift quality. It likes to hang up and hesitate in 3d gear, you will be running and
go to pass another vehicle and doesn't want to shift until it hits mph and by then you are at 6 on
the tachometer. They have replaced the solenoid body and the hydraulic pump and the car still
is not fixed. It also likes to hesitate when accelerating from a stop sign or stop light. It is
currently in the shop as we speak. I purchased the vehicle new in November of and the current
mileage is 12, I have had many, many problems with my Ford Explorer. Probably the most
dangerous one is the recurring failure of the transmission. This last time that this occurred I
was on interstate, in morning rush-hour traffic, and all of a sudden my rpm's are flying to the
red danger area and I have no acceleration power and am losing speed. There is an wheeler on
my rear and I can't pick up speed! This is the second time that I have endured this scenario. I
have had this problem repaired less than a year after purchase. I have had this problem repaired
at 32, miles, and I now have this problem again at 76, miles. I have had the clutch pack replaced
at 24, miles as well as the ring gear, pinion, and all bearings replaced at 24, miles. At 35, miles
the lower ball joint had to be replaced. At 64, I had to have the pats transponder security system
replaced. In short I have had the transmission repaired three times the front end rebuilt , the
back end redone. I honestly can say I do not feel very safe in this vehicle, especially since I have
to use this to transport my children. These problems seem to be the norm for this particular
vehicle, as I have done research on this. I don't understand why Ford is not made to resolve
these issues. I have also had to have my heating and air replaced. This occurred in the winter of
and was a safety issue, as I could not defrost my windows. I purchased my Ford Explorer in
may of and within a month, I began experiencing problems with my transmission. More
specifically, the vehicle would loose power while driving, the transmission could be heard
shifting and also shifting movement was felt while driving. I complained and was told that my
gasket was sealed with a sealant that went in to my gaskets and damaged my solenoid. I has
just taken it for a transmission oil change and thought well that could be, however, after talking
to the owner of hindi's oil stop, I felt certain that this was not the cause. It was getting me
around for awhile but lately the same shifting noises and feelings I had heard and felt are
recurring. My overdrive light also goes of and on continuously sometimes while I am driving the
vehicle. The vehicle stalled while driving at 40 mph. The consumer had the vehicle towed. The
vehicle would not restart. The fuel pump was replaced. The anti theft light had come on along
with the rpm's going up. The problem could not be found. The valve boot and the solenoid was
replaced. Soon after, the vehicle died again twice after two repair attempts. Consumer stated the
solenoid bracket is inoperative. Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 1.
Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 2. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer
3. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 4. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford
Explorer 5. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 6. Starter Solenoid problem of the
Ford Explorer 7. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer 8. Starter Solenoid problem of
the Ford Explorer 9. Starter Solenoid problem of the Ford Explorer Electrical System problems.
Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Dash Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses
And Circuit Breaker problems. Ignition Switch problems. Battery problems. Instrument Panel
problems. Five problems related to starter solenoid have been reported for the Ford Explorer.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford Explorer based on all problems reported for the Explorer. Took
back to dealer, said they had to replace the solenoid pack again. Within three days of buying the
vehicle, I encountered problems with remote, sometimes it would work and other times, it
wouldn't. Driver's rear window , sometimes it would work and other times, it wouldn't. I took it

back to dealer three times for same things. Rear end makes a very loud whining noise. It has
been to dealer's three times also for fixing. Dealer states that there is nothing they can do and
all of them are doing it. Dealer replaced solenoid, it still does it sometimes. There have been
several issues with my Ford Explorer. The dealership replaced the solenoid assembly. I still feel
some of the same symptoms when reversing and slowing down. I drove to pick up some
friends. I drove a maximum of 40 miles that day before I went to his house. After 30 min I came
outside and tried to start my vehicle but it would not even turn over. There is enough power, the
battery has a green light, and the fuse is good. I used to be a loyal Ford man but after these
problems I am seriously thinking of trading this vehicle in for a different brown. Since new, I
have intermittent hard start issues with the vehicle. On about 7 occasions, the dealer was
notified and they simply told me since it started that there was nothing they could do since
there wasn't a light on the dash did not come on. Therefore there would not be any codes.
Finally at 10, miles, the car broke down. They replaced the throttle position sensor. The kept
getting about 4 or 5 codes and they were unable to clear them. Replaced the ecm and
reprogrammed. I still have the intermittent hard start issue which is intermittent. The ecm has
been updated 3 times. I also have an issue with the tire pressure indicator light flashing for
about 20 seconds after start up, they claim, unable to duplicate. I also had a exhaust gasket
replaced as there was an annoying noise that would go on and on while the vehicle was left
running while in park. Lastly - transmission issues. The vehicle has poor shift quality. It likes to
hang up and hesitate in 3d gear, you will be running and go to pass another vehicle and doesn't
want to shift until it hits mph and by then you are at 6 on the tachometer. They have replaced
the solenoid body and the hydraulic pump and the car still is not fixed. It also likes to hesitate
when accelerating from a stop sign or stop light. It is currently in the shop as we speak. I
purchased the vehicle new in November of and the current mileage is 12, I have had many,
many problems with my Ford Explorer. Probably the most dangerous one is the recurring failure
of the transmission. This last time that this occurred I was on interstate, in morning rush-hour
traffic, and all of a sudden my rpm's are flying to the red danger area and I have no acceleration
power and am losing speed. There is an wheeler on my rear and I can't pick up speed! This is
the second time that I have endured this scenario. I have had this problem repaired less than a
year after purchase. I have had this problem repaired at 32, miles, and I now have this problem
again at 76, miles. I have had the clutch pack replaced at 24, miles as well as the ring gear,
pinion, and all bearings replaced at 24, miles. At 35, miles the lower ball joint had to be replaced.
At 64, I had to have the pats transponder security system replaced. In short I have had the
transmission repaired three times the front end rebuilt , the back end redone. I honestly can say
I do not feel very safe in this vehicle, especially since I have to use this to transport my children.
These problems seem to be the norm for this particular vehicle, as I have done research on this.
I don't understand why Ford is not made to resolve these issues. I have also had to have my
heating and air replaced. This occurred in the winter of and was a safety issue, as I could not
defrost my windows. Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem 1. Starter Solenoid problem 2.
Starter Solenoid problem 3. Starter Solenoid problem 4. Starter Solenoid problem 5. Other
Electrical System related problems of the Ford Explorer. Electrical System problems Electrical
System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Starter problems. Battery problems. O2 Sensor
problems. Ignition problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Switch problems. Underhood
Wiring problems. Electrical Failure problems. Jorge answered 2 years ago. OJ answered 2 years
ago. Check the net on how to jump the solenoid mounted near the battery on the fender well.
Jump it for only a second or two as you can burn up the starter and damage the engine if you
leave it connected. If the engine cranks and starts, replace the solenoid. DravenBl
2001 chevy yukon
2008 toyota 4runner repair manual
2006 nissan xterra 4x4
ack answered 2 years ago. Having the same problem. The push to start works but ther is a
clicking coming from the engine bay. One from some place i dont know and the other is coming
from the fuse box. Anyone have any suggestions on this? GuruWFB4 answered 2 years ago. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Starter solenoid just clicks when you turn
ignition good battery replaced cables now what. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for

Sale.

